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THE MATRIX HAS YOU! 
(OKAY, MAYBE IT’S JUST THE ENVIRONMENT THAT HAS YOU)



ECOLOGICAL PERCEPTION: 
ENVIRONMENT AS ‘CONTEXT-SENSITIVE’ 

INFORMATION



RE-EXAMINATION OF THE ROLE OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT IN PERCEPTION... 

DOES THE ENVIRONMENT DO SOME OF THE 
‘WORK’ FOR US WHEN IT COMES TO  

PERCEIVING ITS FEATURES?



AFFORDANCES: THE WORLD 
‘SPEAKS’ TO US

Sculpture or seat?

SIT SIT
SIT

Tree-trunk or seat? Pavement or ????

SIT
UPRIGHT



Affordances 
made 

explicit by 
instructions



“One side will make you grow taller, and the other side will 
make you grow shorter.”



SAME TYPE OF OBJECT
DIFFERENT CONTEXT

DIFFERENT AFFORDANCE/‘ACTION CUE’

(FOCUS ON DIFFERENT ASPECT OF OBJECT)



Same environmental component, 
different (context-sensitive) ‘action cues’ 

or affordances



ECOLOGICAL PERCEPTION

• Ecological perception/psychology is 
a concept which was originally 
proposed by psychologist James J. 
Gibson in the 1960s and 1970s

• It is often invoked in the context of 
interface design and provides some 
of the theoretical groundwork for an 
approach known as embodied 
cognition (perceptual/cognitive 
experience as defined by the body 
which is the ‘vehicle’ for perception)



FOCUS ON ENVIRONMENT
• Gibson’s approach was (and still is) a radical departure from the approach of 

much of the psychology of perception

• Focus on environmental structures which are ‘ripe’ for perception and action

• Function of perception is ‘adaptive action’ (Gibson, 1979, cited in Chemero, 
2009, p.106), in contrast to the (recursive) views which regarded the aim/
function of perception as being the development of models of perceived 
objects from input stimuli (e.g. creation of 3D model from 2D input streams––
constructivist model)––in effect, the second view, the function of perception is 
perception itself! 

• Gibson argued that perception is direct:  ‘information is gathered in an active 
exploration of the environment’ (Gibson,1966, 1979, cited in Chemero, 2009, p.
107). Weakness: does not account for illusions.



GIBSON ‘IN A NUTSHELL’

• Ever since Descartes, psychology has been held back by the doctrine that what we have to 
perceive is the “physical” world that is described by physics. I am suggesting that what we 
have to perceive and cope with is the world considered as the “environment.” (Gibson, 
quoted in Reed, James J. Gibson and the Psychology of Perception,1988)

• Gibson’s concept is that the mechanistic reduction of perceptual experience into 
physical components (with a psychological model built on the information received 
about these components) is fundamentally flawed: that this approach based on the 
collation/combination of discrete ‘bits’ of information into a mental map, rather than the 
concept that the environment itself is structured and so provides ‘the only map we 
need’

• It is therefore opposed to the atomisation of many perceptual studies (e.g. lab-based 
studies of sound using simple artificial stimuli which manipulate a single physical 
parameter)



FOCUS ON ENVIRONMENT: 
IMPLICATIONS

• Environment contains sufficient information to guide behaviour of 
organisms (as long as they can interact to remove ambiguities)

• Environment therefore specifies opportunities for behaviour: it ‘speaks’ to 
an organism (cues certain behavioural opportunities) 

• These cues are known as affordances: e.g. the handle of a mug ‘affords’ 
handling/picking up.

• ‘Affordances are opportunities for behavior. Because different animals have 
different abilities, affordances are relative to the behavioral abilities of the 
animals that perceive them.’  (Chemero, 2009, p.108). 



FOCUS ON DESIGNED ENVRIONMENT: 
APPLICATIONS IN INTERACTION 

DESIGN
• Gibson’s ideas, whilst provocative and controversial in the field of psychology, 

have proven to be useful models for examining and designing interactions/
interfaces

• A particular interactive element of a user interface or interactive environment 
may be considered to be an affordance

• It should be noted that the design-based treatment of Gibson’s ideas tends to 
follow the later elaborations of others rather than Gibson’s original theories 

• We will first discuss one of these elaborations which is of particular note with 
regard to design; we will then refine our knowledge of Gibson’s ideas



WHAT’S WRONG WITH THIS 
PICTURE?



AFFORDANCE CONTRADICTED BY 
INSTRUCTIONS



INSTRUCTIONS 
CONTRADICTING AFFORDANCE 

(MAY INDUCE FEELINGS OF FRUSTRATION)



FALSE/MISLEADING 
AFFORDANCE?



FALSE AFFORDANCE: 
MAKES US THINK WE HAVE CONTROL

click if
impatient



TYPES OF AFFORDANCES IN INTERFACES 
(ELABORATION OF GIBSON’S IDEAS)

• PERCEPTIBLE 

• HIDDEN 

• FALSE 

from Gaver, W. 1991.Technology Affordances. In: Robertson, Scott P., Olson, Gary M. and 
Olson, Judith S. (eds.) Proceedings of the ACM CHI 91 Human Factors in Computing 
Systems Conference April 28 - June 5, 1991, New Orleans, Louisiana. pp. 79-84.

http://www.interaction-design.org/references/authors/william_w__gaver.html
http://www.interaction-design.org/references/authors/scott_p__robertson.html
http://www.interaction-design.org/references/authors/gary_m__olson.html
http://www.interaction-design.org/references/authors/judith_s__olson.html
http://www.interaction-design.org/references/conferences/proceedings_of_the_acm_chi_91_human_factors_in_computing_systems_conference.html


CONTEXTUAL MENUS AND 
AFFORDANCES

<-Previously hidden affordances

Handling of perceptible affordances
so that user is not overwhelmed with 

possibilities



BACK TO GIBSON

• The previous examples have provided us with some 
concrete examples of how concepts which are similar to 
Gibson’s affordances can work in interaction/interface design

• However, they represent an elaboration/alteration of 
Gibson’s original ideas

• We will now examine the detail of Gibson’s ideas and their 
relevance for the field of interface/interaction design



RADICAL ECOLOGICAL 
PERCEPTION

• As noted above, Gibson’s concepts of affordances and ecological 
perception are radical

• Even though they may partially conform to our intuitions about 
perception and environments (to be useful, perception must be ecological 
to some extent; it must contain information which is useful for surviving in 
a given environment)

• Gibson, however, goes further : the active organism (animal) and its 
environment form an ‘inseparable pair’ (Gibson 1979, p.8, quoted in 
O’Neill, 2008, p.50)



ENVIRONMENT AS 
INFORMATION

• What does this mean? 

• ‘Animals can sense things in their environments because their perceptual 
capacities are directly related to the causal aspects of the physical properties 
of nature.’ (O’Neill, 2008, p.50) 

• ‘Some elements of the environment reflect light, while others vibrate and 
produce sound. Animals have evolved to be sensitive to these physical 
properties of the environment because they too are physical elements in 
such environments, embodied entities that are driven by a fundamental need 
to survive and reproduce.’ (O’Neill, 2008, p.50) 



DEFINING INFORMATION
• Gibson’s concept of information is a 

significant departure from more 
traditional views of information in 
science and engineering

• ‘Traditional’ view, elucidated by Shannon 
and Weaver (1949) is the transmission 
model of information: separates sender 
and receiver, linear setup

• For Gibson, in contrast, “information is 
not transmitted, does not consist of 
signals, and does not entail a sender or 
receiver” (Gibson 1979, p 63)

Shannon/Weaver model

Gibson: (inter)action resolves 
initial ambiguities 

(removes separation
between transmitter and receiver)

climb

????



• Interaction between agent and 
environmental properties/constraints: 
test environment for ‘action 
possibilities’

• Affordance is direct result of the 
relationship between object properties 
and actor/agent (animal engaging with 
environment)

• Intersection between environment’s 
properties/possibilities and agent’s 
properties/possibilities affords action

• Separate mental map not needed: 
affordances emerge from interaction

grab/hold

possible to hold,
but not optimum

difficult to hold

agentenviron. affordance properties

the  
cup is 

the map

CLASSIC GIBSON VIEW OF AFFORDANCE: 
ACTION AND INFORMATION AS UNIT



CLASSIC GIBSON VIEW OF AFFORDANCE: 
ACTION AND INFORMATION AS UNIT

• Interaction between agent and 
environmental properties/constraints: 
test environment for ‘action 
possibilities’

• Affordance is direct result of the 
relationship between object properties 
and actor/agent (animal engaging with 
environment)

• Intersection between environment’s 
properties/possibilities and agent’s 
properties/possibilities affords action

• Separate mental map not needed: 
affordances emerge from interaction

form+association
=conceptual metaphor

the cup is a map & a concept



AFFORDANCE IN HCI (HUMAN-
COMPUTER INTERACTION)

• Gibson’s ideas were a provocative and contested model and have been elaborated upon by 
later theorists, whose contributions have informed the field of HCI

• This is somewhat ironic, as the ecological perception of Gibson is something of a reaction 
against perceptual models which were influenced by computing concepts (e.g. Shannon and 
Weaver concept of information/communication)

• Research in HCI design has been particularly influenced by Norman’s (1988) elaboration of 
ecological perception

• Norman, a student of Gibson, disagreed with the more radical position taken by Gibson 
regarding his ‘strong’ direct perception model

• Norman’s concept of affordances is therefore different: his affordances are perceived 
properties (rather than ‘direct’ i.e. objective properties); partial return to ‘models’



GIBSON AND NORMAN 
COMPARED

Gibson's Affordances 
• Action possibilities in the environment in relation to the action capabilities of an 

actor 
• Independent of the actor's experience, knowledge, culture, or ability to perceive 
• Existence is binary - an affordance exists or it does not exist. 

Norman's Affordances 
• Suggestions or clues as to how to use the properties 
• Can be dependent on the experience, knowledge, or culture of the actor 
• Can make an action difficult or easy 

Figure 1: Comparison of affordances as defined by Gibson and Norman, after 
McGrenere and Ho (2000). 

http://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/affordances.html


NORMAN’S CONTRIBUTION: 
STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES

• Solves ‘problem’ of the role of knowledge/experience by introducing perceptual 
models (perceived/remembered affordances)

• However, does so at the expense of Gibson’s most original contribution, 
affordance based on removing distinctions between actor/environment in 
traditional transmission/receiver model of communication (O’Neill, 2008, p.51)

• Norman equates physical properties with affordance, rather than the process of 
interaction with the physical properties

• In doing so, he adds his perceived affordances as a separate category (he now 
needs this separate category, since he has focussed on physical properties of 
object for his concept of affordance) 



GAVER’S CONTRIBUTION: 
TECHNOLOGICAL AFFORDANCES

• Gaver is a former student of Norman’s

• However, his work is something of a return to Gibson’s original ideas (he may 
provide a more nuanced version than Norman’s)

• He views traditional model-based approach as overly convoluted, whereas 
Gibson’s approach can be used to explain simple interactions (Gaver, 1991)

• He distinguishes between affordances as properties of items and perceptual 
information about these affordances; the perceptual information may lead to 
false affordances; the lack of perceptual information may lead to hidden 
affordances



RECAP:  GAVER, TYPES OF AFFORDANCES IN 
INTERFACES 

• PERCEPTIBLE 

• HIDDEN 

• FALSE 

from Gaver, W. 1991.Technology Affordances. In: Robertson, Scott P., Olson, Gary M. and 
Olson, Judith S. (eds.) Proceedings of the ACM CHI 91 Human Factors in Computing 
Systems Conference April 28 - June 5, 1991, New Orleans, Louisiana. pp. 79-84.

http://www.interaction-design.org/references/authors/william_w__gaver.html
http://www.interaction-design.org/references/authors/scott_p__robertson.html
http://www.interaction-design.org/references/authors/gary_m__olson.html
http://www.interaction-design.org/references/authors/judith_s__olson.html
http://www.interaction-design.org/references/conferences/proceedings_of_the_acm_chi_91_human_factors_in_computing_systems_conference.html


DOES THIS PRESERVE GIBSON’S 
CONCEPT OF AFFORDANCE?

• O’Neill (2008, pp. 52-3) argues that it does not preserve Gibson’s 
‘collapse’ of the distinction between subjective and the objective in 
perception

• O’Neill’s conclusion on Gaver: useful model (perhaps best thought of as 
hybrid) in context of HCI design distinctions, but concept of affordance is 
altered: things which are not, strictly speaking, affordances (e.g. more 
traditional communication-based information provision)

• In other words, the requirements of the particular application have 
resulted in an altered model 



INTERACTION AS AFFORDANCE/
INTERFACE AS ENVIRONMENT

• In the context of interaction design, what can we take from a synthesis 
of Gibson’s ideas and those of later HCI-centric researchers? 

• An interface affords (‘leads’) certain interactions based on its structure: 
a combination of tactile and other cues as to its structure and what 
action possibilities it affords

• A tangible benefit for us of this approach is that it yields a lessening of 
the cognitive load of an interface design: whether or not Gibson is right 
for all cases of perception, a model of interaction which is structured in 
the affordances of an interface means that a user may find an interface 
more intuitive and may learn it more quickly



INTERACTION AS AFFORDANCE/
INTERFACE AS ENVIRONMENT

• The affordance of the intersection 
between user and interface ‘leads’ the 
user’s interactions

• Physical constraints on the part of the 
user constrain interaction possibilities

• Constraints based on the structure of 
the interface (interface ‘environment’) 
also influence (guide/afford) activity/
interaction agentenviron. affordance

• If the interface environment mimics 
the behaviour of known environments 
(e.g. increased momentum of 
movement after a ‘large’ gesture), the 
interface could be considered to be 
providing similar/identical affordances



INTERACTION AS AFFORDANCE/
INTERFACE AS ENVIRONMENT

• Not all interfaces are of such a ‘pure’ 
kind; many use mediated information 
(language/symbols) in order to provide 
information about interaction 
possibilities and results

• However, increasingly, as interactions 
with tangible interfaces and multitouch 
surfaces are becoming more common, 
interfaces are ‘providing’ environmental 
models which make the concept of 
affordance more important (at least as 
a model of HCI)

agentenviron. affordance

• In this regard, the experience of 
working with a modern tangible or 
multitouch interface will provide us 
with an interaction which can be 
theorised using the concept of 
affordance



EXAMPLE OF TANGIBLE 
INTERFACE: REACTABLE 

• Reactable has interaction through 
movement of physical markers with 
perceptible multi-modal (audiovisual) 
feedback

• Other examples are also synthesisers, 
but they have more abstract controls

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h-RhyopUmc

tangible but  
somewhat  

abstract layout

tangible with  
contextual info

text interface=abstract

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h-RhyopUmc


TANGIBLE USER INTERFACES 
AND DYNAMIC AFFORDANCES



IS IT ALL ABOUT THE 
IMMEDIATE AFFORDANCE?

• The Reactable illustrates one problem in the concept of affordances 

• Affordances are about the interaction possibilities of the environmental structure (as 
interacted with) and, in Gibson’s conception, do not prioritise the creation of mental 
models which might act as intermediaries in the modelling of an interaction 

• This is fine in terms of the ‘intuitive’ environmental-style aspects of the interaction; 
however, in this case, the interaction would also seem to require some prior knowledge 
of subtractive synthesis 

• This is issue of the role of knowledge in Gibson’s theories is one of the potential 
inconsistencies or gaps which have been identified by other researchers 



RE-EXAMINING GIBSON’S 
AFFORDANCES

• O’Neill (2008, p.59) notes that the usage of Gibson’s theory of affordances in the 
HCI field is based on appropriation/adaptation rather than being closely based on 
Gibson’s originating concept

• Oliver (2005, cited in O’Neill, 2008, p.59) examines weaknesses that in Gibson’s 
theory, noting the following issues. (1) the theory does not explain false perceptions/
illusions. He goes on to assert that (2) Gibson’s distinction between directly 
experienced information and mediated information is problematic (of key 
importance in relation to interfaces/interactions in the digital media context). 
Another weakness (3) is in relation to knowledge/learning (which Norman tried to 
address). 

• O’Neill (2008, pp.59-65) attempts to produce a defence of Gibson’s theories (for 
use in HCI) which effectively preserves their substance



• Transformational capacities of individual 
in environment: making marks

• Some surfaces in environment (sand, 
earth, clay; manufactured environmental 
object such as paper) afford inscribing 

• These materials afford transformation 
for ‘mark holding’ (Gibson, 1965; 1969, 
cited in O’Neill, 2008, p.61)

DIRECT AND MEDIATED 
PERCEPTION



• e.g. Surface marked with representation 
of a cow (or similar)

• Knowledge embedded into the marked 
medium; provides for indirect experience/
knowledge

• First hand perception is that which 
comes from environmental sources, 
whereas second hand perception is that 
which comes indirectly (but perhaps 
preserving features) through mediation. 

DIRECT AND MEDIATED 
PERCEPTION

marked medium signifies
original object

=> perception has 
‘switched mode’



• e.g. Surface marked with representation 
of a cow (or similar)

• Knowledge embedded into the marked 
medium; provides for indirect experience/
knowledge

• First hand perception is that which 
comes from environmental sources, 
whereas second hand perception is that 
which comes indirectly (but perhaps 
preserving features) through mediation. 

DIRECT AND MEDIATED 
PERCEPTION

marked medium signifies
original object

=> perception has 
‘switched mode’



IS AN INTERFACE ‘MEDIATED’?
• Elements of an interface which are primarily structured around 

symobolic communication may be thought of as mediated

• However, as noted earlier, increasingly these elements are ‘framed’ by 
interactions which are ‘environment-like’

• Therefore, some aspects of an interface (e.g. tangible/spatial structures) 
could be thought of in terms of Gibson’s original concept of affordances

• If these are the dominant aspects of an interface, the mediated/symbolic 
communication of interaction possibilities can either work with or 
against these affordances (as we saw with Gaver and the confusing/false 
affordances)



• Gibson and memory: memory as primarily sensory/stimulus/
interaction-based?: ‘memory is not a stored representation in the 
mind but the capacity for the mind to recreate stimulations similar to 
real perceptual ones; i.e., the process is relived by generating similar 
sensations as would occur during an ‘online’ perception in an ‘offline’ 
situation.’

• Learning: ‘tuning’ perception

• Past experiences ‘lead’ perception of present affordances=>this 
‘mode’ of perception is bound up with environmental perception

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
ACQUISITION



DIGITAL AND VIRTUAL 
WORLDS

If Gibson is right about ecological perception, and if we are increasingly moving towards more 

immersive ‘natural’ interactions with computers (through gestures, etc.), we could be thought 

of as moving towards a situation where the digital and virtual may be examined from the 

perspective of their providing similar affordances to physical environments 

This has profound implications; it implies that such interactions may already be thought of as 

bringing us into virtual worlds which have many of the same basic ‘rules’ of environmental 

structure and resulting perception as our physical/external environments 

And we thought we were just flicking through our smartphone ‘phonebooks’! 



THE INTERFACE HAS YOU! 
ENVIRONMENT AS ‘CONTEXT-SENSITIVE’ 

INFORMATION



FURTHER READING
• O’Neill, S. 2008. Interactive Media: The Semiotics of Embodied Interaction. 

London: Springer. 

• Chemero, A. 2009. Radical Embodied Cognition. Cambridge, Mass., MIT. 

• Remember, if confused by the different perspectives on the concept of 
affordance, that such theories are designed to provide provisional models 
which help to explain certain phenomena/situations; many theories/
models work well only for certain particular cases; that said, the more we 
can refine theories and models, the more useful they are! 

• http://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/affordances.html 

http://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/affordances.html

